The Esteem hearing implant remains the **first and only** FDA-approved completely internal hearing device for adults diagnosed with moderate to severe sensorineural hearing loss for whom hearing aids are no longer adequate. The Esteem implant is fully implanted, osseointegrated, **invisible**, offers true 24/7 hearing and removes many limitations of hearing aids.

**Ashley Derrington, 29**
Esteem implant in left ear since 2011

“One of the most appealing things about the Esteem implant is that it is fully implantable. Being able to keep my device on at night provides a safety net so I can hear 24/7. I am able to be in water or get caught in the rain AND be able to hear the people around me. It has given me a new way of hearing and living.”

**Nacho Avila, 41**
Esteem implants in both ears starting 2017

“With my Esteem implants, I can now watch television comfortably. I can take most of my calls on speaker with my cell phone volume set to the lowest setting.”

**Jeannine Young, 70**
Esteem implant in right ear since 2010

“My Esteem implant brought me out of a quiet world and drew me back into an active fulfilling retirement. At the age of 70, I can still recreationally fly my plane. I can hear and participate in conversations without having to read lips. I enjoy and appreciate music. My young grandchildren no longer sound muffled. It has truly changed my life.”

**Ryan Smith, 47**
Esteem implants in both ears starting 2012

“The fullness and richness of sound after my Esteem implants were turned on was stunning. After 20 years in hearing aids and having all of my environment filtered and digitized, real, full bodied, unadulterated sound is intoxicating. Sound no longer originates outside of my head, passing through a tiny microphone. It’s now internal, encapsulating – it is a part of me.”

**Jill McAlister, 34**
Esteem implants in both ears since 2012

“When the sound in my Esteem implant was turned on, it was a defining moment in my life. Before, I felt like I was always on the outside of activities and conversations. Once I could hear, I realized I only felt like that because my hearing loss kept me from communicating with others. Now, I can talk to my fiancé without lip-reading or in background noise. It is very freeing for me.”

**Colton Simpson, 25**
Esteem implants in both ears starting 2011

“My Esteem implants dramatically impacted my education because I was able to hear and follow my professors in high school and college without having to follow-up after class to go over material I didn’t hear correctly or hear at all. I was able to participate, ask questions, and be fully engaged with confidence in the classroom. In addition, I was able to take notes at the same time I was listening without having to read the professor’s lips.”

The same proven and novel sensor technology used in the Esteem implant will also be used in the fully implanted Acclaim® cochlear implant, currently under development.

To learn more about whether Esteem is the right solution for your hearing loss needs, please visit our website at [www.envoymedical.com](http://www.envoymedical.com)